
  
Abstract—In many applications that require decision making, 

dependency is on the data obtained from various sources. Each 
source of information provides a different perspective to the 
problem domain. With the existing data that is available and 
new perspective that evolves at later stages, there is need to 
learn incrementally. In this paper we recognize the similarity 
between the new perspective and the existing knowledge based 
on their pattern. The proposed work, referred as 
‘Multi-Perspective based Incremental Learning’ [MPIL], 
effectively modifies the knowledge with available perspectives, 
understands the patterns of the data to determine the update 
and at the same time maintains them for reuse. With 
application to education sector, experiments show that the 
proposed approach exhibit better decision-making capacity in a 
multi-perspective environment. 
 

Index Terms—Clustering, decision-making, incremental, 
pattern recognition.  
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Considering the large availability of data and most of it 

been unlabeled, it is essential to learn and update the clusters 
at every step. The formulation of the clusters or the classes 
needs to take place with accuracy along with knowldege 
amassing. The  cluster boundaries, the way it is formed, the 
impact of addition of new data are parameters that play a vital 
role for decision making. There are many approaches for 
clustering, but most of them are restricted with capacity to 
handle new data[1]. 

 Learning and using the knowledge is a key factor that has 
to be focused. Learning where entire clustering is to be 
redone with every new unlabeled data is quiet expensive in 
terms of space and time. Exploitation of the existing data and 
knowledge updation along with the new data to come up with 
better decisions is required at next level of learning. 

Supervised learning methods are bound by the availability 
of the training sets and unsupervised as said with the 
unlabeled. There is a need to develop learning that is active at 
all the time and helps in gaining the knowledge that can be 
used further. The data availability cannot be at once and it can 
be evolved at any point of time. 

To achieve this next level of learning, it is necessary that 
incremental learning takes place. The incremental algorithms 
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handle the new data by assigning them to clusters/classes in 
incremental way. It is not just classifying or assigning  class 
but to evolve the knowledge base. Each decision of the class 
assignment may affect the pervious decisions or may put 
forth a need to generate new class.Current work in 
incremental leraning is directed towards forecasting and 
decision making in various applications starting from the  

The proposed approach of MPIL performs the task of 
incremental clustering in a multi-perspective environment.  

It is based on the concept that for a partical problem there 
are different views. The percept or the view is mapped to be a 
pattern. A novice method for incremental update with 
closeness value is introduced for the pattern analysis. The 
learning process helps in identifying new domains that will 
lead to effective estimation for incremental learning. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 
In recent years, a number of clustering approaches have 

been proposed. Methods that perform clustering are 
dependent on availability of entire data set. The statistical 
methods like k-means and others [1] [2] rely on closed data 
set that is available at once. For new data categorization, 
though the methods can have re-computing but they face a 
major challenge of time complexity [3], [4], [5].  

Other hierarchical techniques [6] tend to consider the data 
points that are local neighbors and the overall size of the 
clusters is unseen. 

Methods with supervised techniques lack the ability to 
learn from the unlabeled data and hence learning in 
semi-supervised way is gaining interest in terms for theory 
and practise. Accuracy is also maintained taking in account 
the labeled and unlabeled data [7], [8]. 

In order to have better decisions and learning from new 
data, incremental clustering [9], [10] techniques have been 
put forth to deal with the continuous input. Selective 
incremental update of clusters is what now been looked at. It 
needs to keep intact the formed clusters while incrementally 
accommodating the new data. Formation of the clusters with 
respect to the underlying pattern [11] of the data is now 
considered during the process of learning incrementally [12].  

Recently the incremental learning methods are focusing on 
the multi-sensor data with approach of ensemble based 
learning [13], [14]. Various dynamic weighted schemes are 
been employed to carry out the incrmental learning with 
ensemble based approach where the previous knowledge is 
also preserved [15]. 

Boosting methods to learn incrementally also have taken 
up researchers to work in the areas of visual tracking and 
object detection.[16] 
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Methods employing online incremental learning have to 
take into account the new knowledge while the previous one 
is retained. [17]. Some incremental neural network based 
algorithms take advantage of learning with new 
informationlike the Self Organising Maps and others.[18] 

 To get the best in terms of results and accuracy, 
semi-supervised incremental learning is now been looked at. 
With the existing semi-supervised methods, new class 
evolution is considered. Gaussian distribution and Neural 
Network based methods are now being used for incremental 
learning [19], [20]. 

The need for incremental learning today is with respect to 
the applications in terms of decision making and forecasting. 
Evolving a new domain of class during the process of 
learning has gained importance with the learning to be 
selective at the same time. Selective nature of the learning 
and the approach to be adaptive is equally essential in the 
entire process. Reducing the dependency on the traning data 
sets and learning with new data sets is also a required factor. 

While considering learning in multi-perspective 
environment, the key ides is to exploit and use all the 
available perspectives[21] for decision-making. With every 
new perspective available 

We propose a MPIL approach that considers different 
perspectives for a problem domain. The perspectives are used 
for learning with incremental update to evolve with better 
decisions. The approach is based on identification of series 
with similar behavior and in accordance updation of cluster 
takes place. Learning to maintain the clusters effectively and 
taking decisions with every perspective available is 
considered during the process. It does not require the 
scanning of the entire data and it processes adequately the 
new perspective without the need to reconsider the whole 
system. This update helps in decision making as well as 
building a strong knowldege base. 

 

III. MULTI-PERSPECTIVE ENVIRONMENT 
The proposed work considers sources with different 

perspectives and hence is applied in a multi-perspective 
environment.  

 

 
Fig. 1. Multi-perspective environment. 

 
As shown in Figure 1, for a specific problem domain, each 

and every information source will have its own perspective. It 
is not unusual that the data obtained may provide 
complementary information.  

 

There is always a need to consider the information 
available from different perspectives, as the information or 
the knowledge gained from a single perspective may not be 
sufficient or may be biased.  

It is necessary to combine all  the available perspectives 
and develop a learning that will adapt with each new 
available perspective. 

With proper fusion of the data, it can lead to improving the 
accuracy or helping to build better systems with better 
decisions. The ‘i-learn’ module is the one that carries out the 
task of incremental learning in this multi perspective 
environment to get the decisions. It is the i-learn module that 
is responsible for learning incrementally with knowledge 
update.  

When operating in a multi-perspective environment, it is 
crucial that the knowledge acquired from all the sources of 
information be utilized to full extent. The knowledge should 
be selectively updated to avoid any loss of some critial 
information that would impact the decisions. 
 

IV. PROPOSED WORK 
As discussed, the basic idea behind the work is to have 

incremental learning in a multi-perspective environment.  
For the same, the pattern of the data coming from each 

source is analyzed. In MPIL we have considered 
semi-supervised learning as the perspectives available could 
be already labeled. MPIL algorithm handles the issue of 
incremental clustering based on the nature of the data. The 
decision related to learning from a newly available 
perspective and updation is based on its ‘closeness value’ 
with the existing clusters.  

A. Proximity Value: (P Value) 
Here we discuss method for calculating proximity (a new 

distance measure) between the patterns that will be applied to 
learn from multiple perspectives. The proximity value is 
explained as follows [22], [23]: -  

Consider two patterns P1 and P2. Pi(j) is point j in ith 
pattern. Sumall(j) is the total of parameters in the pattern. 
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where the expected value now will be 
SumallOutcomexP /)exp( =       (3) 

The error value calculation is the difference between the 
expected value and the actual. 
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It is found that lower the P value, the pattern are perfectly 
matching, else there is a difference. This value has a 
significant impact in learning method. 

B. Algorithm 
Any incremental learning method in a semi-supervised 

environment works on the following lines. The basic steps 
carried out by the i-learn module are as follows: 

1) Read the input data set 
2) Find P between the patterns. 
3) Using P value, take decisions  

a. to update the existing class/cluster or 
b. to evolve a new class. 

4) Determine the P values inter/intra between the classes 
and clusters 

5) Update the knowledge base with each new decisions 
6) Continue step 1 till the end of the data. 
7) Perform incremental update for every new training 

data or unlabeled data. 

C. Updating the Class/Cluster 
The cluster feature representation is very important in case 

of any learning. The revisions of the feature set needs to 
happen with every learn step and it is to be used with every 
new learning. The following steps are carried out in 
incremental update of the knowledge base. 

When a new perspective is available, incremental update 
of the clusters takes place. Consider that we have 
Cluster/Class C comprising of data pattern PS1,PS2,…PSn.  
Let the patterns be from pattern 1 to pattern n-  
 

mparaparaparaPS 112111 ,=   
 

mparaparaparaPS 222212 ,=  
 
and so on till 
 

nmnnn paraparaparaPS 21 ,=  
 
Now if the entire details of the parameters can be saved 

with the feature set, the incremental learing or the revisions 
can happen with the P value. Let us say that the parameters 
stored are- 
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Let the new pattern series be  

newmnewnewnew paraparaparaPS 21,=  

The cluster/ class stores attribute/para-details which is the 
sum of all the parameters in the pattern. Let us say that it is 
stored as 

totatttotatttotattC n _,..._,_ 21=  

Now, the total is calculated as: 
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The C or the class feature is to be updated with the new 

pattern, that too incrementally. This is done in the following 
manner- 

totatttotatttotattC newnnewnewnew _,..._,_ 21=  

Now, the attnew_total can be obtained by  
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With this update, the Class feature is maintained and is 
used in each consecutive learning method. So, if the total of 
the parameters is maintained, then it becomes relatively easy 
to update the knowledge base with new data, where the 
cluster feature gets modified effectively. 
 

V. EXPERIMENTS 

A. Data Sets 
The proposed method of incremental learning was tested 

on the data sets from the UCI repository [23] along with 
k-means and COBWEB for the data sets of wine and iris. 

 
TABLE I: PURITY RESULTS 

Algorithm  Wine Iris 
k-means 0.889 0.83 

COBWEB 0.99 0.783 
MPIL 0.982 0.896 

 
The proposed of incremental learning shows at par results 

when applied to the two data sets. K-means output is the 
average of 10 runs as it is based on the random centroid 
selection method. 

The proposed approach works in semi-supervised 
environment. New class is evolved with respect to the 
proximity – P measure based on the pattern analysis and 
incremental update takes place. 

B. In Multi-Perspective Environment 
We present two different examples to show how the 

method of MPIL has proved to be effective for decision 
making. 

To operate in a multi-perspective environment, an 
application to school system was considered for decision 
making. 

Reviews from 150 students and their parents with regard to 
overall school system were obtained. The parameters that 
were considered in the learning with respect to the class of 
the student were: teaching, sports, competitive exams, 
co-curricular activities, examination schemes and 
infrastructure. Here with multi-perspective environment, 
every parent/ guardian will be having a different view on the 
entire operation of the system.  

Fixed patterns related to overall school system were 
pre-determined. Since the working of the proposed method is 
in semi-supervised environment, the reviews were mix of 
labeled and unlabeled data. The categorization of the system 
initially was among 2 classes- best and satisfactory. With the 
incremental method of MPIL, there was a need to evolve with 
a new class. The P-factor calculation between the existing 
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classes and the class feature made it evolve a new domain of 
class. The analysis of the new class that was evolved show 
cased that, a considerable amount of percentage was grading 
the   system into a just satisfactory zone/ need improvement. 
With learning from each perspective, the feature set was 
updated and hence learning method itself was getting evolved 
with every new perspective. 

The percentagewise gradation helped the school system 
understand the parameters affecting their system. To have an 
improvement to the same, reviews were conducted again at a 
gap of one month to see the feedback. Now the learning 
system of MPIL took into consideration 3 classes, learning on 
top of earlier one. The results were recorded and compared 
by the school administration with the previous ones. 

Following graph shows that with the proposed approach, 
the school administration to could come up and provide 
better facilities and improve the overall rating of the school. 
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Fig. 2. Month-wise graph generated with MPIL. 

 
In another approach of learning in multi-perspective 

environment in the school system, decision-making in terms 
of new class identification was done.  

There was need to have MPIL as selection of student for 
quiz in science, and mathematics was required. From fifteen 
teachers in the school perspective/views were obtained for 5 
candidates. Using the i-learn module, where predefined 
criteria of labeled data was existing, the learning took place. 
The parameters used for the learning were- Ability to solve 
problems, scientific approach to methods, response to 
question, analytical thinking, communication level and 
grades in mathematics and science at school level. With 
MPIL, it was noticed that as per the perspectives available, 
for one student he was best suited for some other field that 
was identified. The following graph shows the domains that 
were identified for the students. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Percentage-wise student selected for the domains, with new 

domain identification using MPIL. 
 

It is observed that with the MPIL method, a new 
domainwas evolved. Based on the patterns, a new domain for 

the students where their points would have overruled the 
probability of getting selected for a science quiz or 
mathematics quiz was generated. It putforth that there was a 
need to generate or assign some new competative quiz for the 
student other than existing ones. 

The overall system of MPIL helped the school faculties to 
come up with new areas and identify them thus helping them 
with better decisions for the same. 

 

VI. FUTURE WORK 
A novel approach for incremental learning in a 

multi-perspective environmtne is put forth. The main 
objective of MPIL is to have learning with new data 
observing the pattern and giving better decisions. Through 
experiments we have validated the performance of MPIL, 
and results show that it has incremental learning abilities that 
are worth to notice. 

The method is governed by the amount of label data that is 
available in the learning process and it is obsedver that when 
the percentage of labeled data is considerably high, the 
accuracy in the results was better.Though the data sets used 
for evaluation are more biased towards clusters/classes of 
smaller size and still the approach needs to be investigated 
with larger data sets, as results are dependent on the 
contribution of labeled data. 

Combining existing methods of supervised learning and 
other distance measures for pattern analysis for better 
accuracy and classification will be considered ahead in the 
research work.  

Fuzzy set approach will be evaluated for the data sets. In 
terms of the data that lie on the boundry, there is a need to 
take appropriate decisions in terms of classification and it is 
equally essential to consider the impact of the decisions on 
the earlier decisions that are taken. 

The scalability of the approach in terms of new dimensions 
added to the data will also be investigated further as a part of 
research. 
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